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Abstract

We present Vision-based Navigation with Language-

based Assistance (VNLA), a grounded vision-language task

where an agent with visual perception is guided via lan-

guage to find objects in photorealistic indoor environments.

The task emulates a real-world scenario in that (a) the re-

quester may not know how to navigate to the target objects

and thus makes requests by only specifying high-level end-

goals, and (b) the agent is capable of sensing when it is lost

and querying an advisor, who is more qualified at the task,

to obtain language subgoals to make progress. To model

language-based assistance, we develop a general frame-

work termed Imitation Learning with Indirect Intervention

(I3L), and propose a solution that is effective on the VNLA

task. Empirical results show that this approach significantly

improves the success rate of the learning agent over other

baselines in both seen and unseen environments.

Our code and data are publicly available at https:

//github.com/debadeepta/vnla.

1. Introduction

Rich photorealistic simulators are finding increasing use

as research testbeds and precursors to real-world embod-

ied agents such as self-driving cars and drones [53, 22, 33].

Recently, growing interest in grounded visual navigation

from natural language is facilitated by the development

of more realistic and complex simulation environments

[2, 35, 9, 46, 59, 58, 51] in place of simple toy environ-

ments [5, 12, 39, 8, 7]. Several variants of this task have

been proposed. In [2], agents learn to execute natural lan-

guage instructions crowd-sourced from humans. [18] train

agents to navigate to answer questions about objects in the

environment. [21] present a scenario where a guide and a

tourist chat to direct the tourist to a destination.

In this paper, we present Vision-based Navigation with

Language-based Assistance (VNLA), a grounded vision-

language task that models a practical scenario: a mobile

agent, equipped with monocular visual perception, is re-

quested via language to assist humans with finding objects

in indoor environments. A realistic setup of this scenario

must (a) not assume the requester knows how to accom-

plish a task before requesting it, and (b) provide additional

assistance to the agent when it is completely lost and can no

longer make progress on a task. To accomplish (a), instead

of using detailed step-by-step instructions, we request tasks

through high-level instructions that only describe end-goals

(e.g. “Find a pillow in one of the bedrooms”). To fulfill (b),

we introduce into the environment an advisor who is present

at all times to assist the agent upon request with low-level

language subgoals such as “Go forward three steps, turn

left”. In VNLA, therefore, the agent must (a) ground the

object referred with the initial end-goal in raw visual inputs,

(b) sense when it is lost and use an assigned budget for re-

questing help, and (c) execute language subgoals to make

progress.

VNLA motivates a novel imitation learning setting that

we term Imitation Learning with Indirect Intervention

(I3L). In conventional Imitation Learning (IL), a learning

agent learns to mimic a teacher, who is only available at

training time, by querying the teacher’s demonstrations on

situations the agent encounters. I3L extends this framework

in two ways. First, an advisor is present in the environment

to assist the agent not only during training time but also at

test time. Second, the advisor assists the agent not by di-

rectly making decisions on the agent’s behalf, but by modi-

fying the environment to influence its decisions. I3L models

assistance via language subgoals by treating the subgoals

as extra information added to the environment. We devise

an algorithm for the I3L setting that yields significant im-

provements over baselines on the VNLA task on both seen

and unseen environments.

The contributions of this paper are: (a) a new task

VNLA that represents a step closer to real-world applica-

tions of mobile agents accomplishing indoor tasks (b) a

novel IL framework that extends the conventional frame-

work to modeling indirect intervention, and (c) a general

solution to I3L that is shown to be effective on the VNLA
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Figure 1: An example run in an unseen environment. (a) A bird-eye view of the environment annotated with the agent’s path.

The agent observes the environment only through a first-person view. (b) A requester (wearing a hat) asks the agent to “find

a towel in the kitchen”. Two towels (pink circle) are in front of the agent but the room is labeled as a “bathroom”. The agent

ignores them without being given the room label. (c) The agent escapes the bathroom but runs into an unfamiliar region.

Sensing that it is lost, the agent signals the advisor (with mustache) for help. The advisor responds with an “easier” low-level

subgoal “turn 60 degrees right, go forward, turn left”. (d) After executing the subgoal, the agent is closer to the kitchen but is

still confused. It thus requests help one more time. After making this request, the agent has exhausted its request budget and

can only rely on its own. (e) Executing the second subgoal helps the agent see the target towel (cyan circle). It successfully

walks to the goal without further assistance. A video demo is at https://youtu.be/Vp6C29qTKQ0.

task. The task is accompanied by a large-scale dataset based

on the photorealistic Matterport3D environment [10, 2].

2. Related Work

Language and robots. Learning to translate natural

language commands to physical actions is well-studied at

the intersection of language and robotics. Proposals in-

clude a variety of grounded parsing models that are trained

from data [41, 42, 36] and models that interact with robots

via natural language queries against a knowledge base [52]

Most relevant to the present work are [44] who ground

natural language to robotic manipulator instructions using

Learning-from-Demonstration (LfD) and [23] who employ

imitation learning of natural language instructions using hu-

mans following directions as demonstration data. In [30],

verbal constraints are used for safe robot navigation in com-

plex real-world environments.

Simulated environments. Simple simulators as Puddle

World Navigation [31] and Rich 3D Blocks World [5, 4]

have facilitated understanding of fundamental representa-

tional and grounding issues by allowing for fast experimen-

tation in easily-managed environments. Game-based and

synthetic environments offer more complex visual contexts

and interaction dynamics [33, 51, 9, 46, 22, 58, 14, 17].

Simulators that are more photo-realistic, realistic-physics

enabled simulators are beginning to be utilized to train real-

world embodied agents [53, 10, 13, 59, 21, 40].

End-to-end learning in rich simulators. [18] present

the “Embodied Question Answering” (EmbodiedQA) task

where an agent explores and answers questions about the

environment. [19] propose a hierarchical solution for this

task where each level of the hierarchy is independently

warmed up with imitation learning and further improved

with reinforcement learning. [27] and [58] similarly use

reinforcement learning in simulated 3D environments for

successful execution of written instructions. On the vision-

language navigation task [2], cross-modal matching and

self-learning significantly improve generalizability to un-

seen environments [24, 57].

Imitation learning. Imitation learning [20, 47, 49, 48,

11, 54] provides an effective learning framework when a

teacher for a task is available or can be simulated. There has

been rich work that focuses on relaxing unrealistic assump-

tions on the teacher. [25, 11, 45, 28, 55] study cases where

teachers provide imperfect demonstrations. [60, 34, 32, 37]

construct policies to minimize the number of queries to

the teacher. [16] provide language instructions at every

time step to guide meta-policy learning. To the best of our

knowledge, however, no previous work on imitation learn-

ing has explored the case where the agent actively requests

changes to the environment to facilitate its learning process.

3. Vision-based Navigation with Language-

based Assistance

Setup. Our goal is to train an agent, with vision as the per-

ception modality, that can navigate indoors to find objects

by requesting and executing language instructions from hu-

mans. The agent is able to “see” the environment via a

monocular camera capturing its first-person view as an RGB

image. It is also capable of executing language instructions

and requesting additional help when in need. The camera

image stream and language instructions are the only exter-

nal input signals provided; the agent is not given a map of

the environments or its own location (e.g. via GPS or indoor

localization techniques).

The agent starts at a random location in an indoor envi-

ronment. A requester assigns it an object-finding task by

sending a high-level end-goal, namely to locate an object

in a particular room (e.g., “Find a cup in one of the bath-

rooms.”). The task is always feasible: there is always an ob-
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ject instance in the environment that satisfies the end-goal.

The agent is considered to have fulfilled the end-goal if it

stops at a location within d meters along the shortest path

to an instance of the desired object. Here d is the success-

radius, a task-specific hyperparameter. During execution,

the agent may get lost and become unable to progress. We

enable the agent to automatically sense when this happens

and signal an advisor for help.1 The advisor then responds

with language providing a subgoal. The subgoal is a short-

term task that is significantly easier to accomplish than the

end-goal. In this work, we consider subgoals that describe

the next k optimal actions (e.g. “Go forward two steps, look

right.”). We assume that strictly following the subgoal helps

the agent make progress.

By specifying the agent’s task with a high-level end-goal,

our setup does not assume the requester knows how to ac-

complish the task before requesting it. This aspect, along

with the agent-advisor interaction, distinguishes our setup

from instruction-following setups [2, 44, 43, 6, 12, 13], in

which the requester provides the agent with detailed se-

quential steps to execute a task only at the beginning.

Constraint formulation. The agent faces a multi-objective

problem: maximizing success rate while minimizing help

requests to the advisor. Since these objectives are in con-

flict, as requesting help more often only helps increase suc-

cess rate, we instead use a hard-constrained formulation:

maximizing success rate without exceeding a budgeted num-

ber of help requests. The hard constraint indirectly specifies

a trade-off ratio between success rate and help requests. The

problem is reduced to single-objective once the constraint is

specified by users based on their preferences.

4. Imitation Learning with Indirect Interven-

tion

Motivated by the VNLA problem, we introduce Imita-

tion Learning with Indirect Intervention (I3L), which mod-

els (realistic) scenarios where a learning agent is moni-

tored by a more qualified expert (e.g., a human) and re-

ceives help through an imperfect communication channel

(e.g., language).

Advisor. Conventional Imitation Learning (IL) settings

[20, 47, 49, 48, 11, 54, 55] involve interaction between a

learning agent and a teacher: the agent learns by querying

and imitating demonstrations of the teacher. In I3L, in ad-

dition to interacting with a teacher, the agent also receives

guidance from an advisor. Unlike the teacher, who only in-

teracts with the agent at training time, the advisor assists the

agent during both training and test time.

1For simplicity, we assume the advisor has perfect knowledge of the en-

vironment, the agent, and the task. In general, as the advisor’s main task is

to help the agent, perfect knowledge is not necessary. The advisor needs to

only possess advantages over the agent (e.g., human-level common sense

or reasoning ability, greater experience at indoor navigation, etc.).

Intervention. The advisor directs the agent to take a se-

quence of actions through an intervention, which can be di-

rect or indirect. Interventions are direct when the advisor

overwrites the agent’s decisions with its own. By defini-

tion, direct interventions are always executed perfectly, i.e.

the agent always takes actions the advisor wants it to take.

In the case of indirect interventions, the advisor does not

“take over” the agent but instead modifies the environment

to influence its decisions.2 To utilize indirect interventions,

the agent must learn to interpret them, by mapping them

from signals in the environment to sequences of actions in

its action space. This introduces a new type of error into the

learning process: intervention interpretation error, which

measures how much the interpretations of the interventions

diverge from the advisor’s original intents.

Formulation. We assume the environment is a Markov de-

cision process with state transition function T . The agent

maintains two policies: a main policy πmain for making de-

cisions on the main task, and a help-requesting policy πhelp

for deciding when the advisor should intervene. We also as-

sume the existence of teacher policies π∗
main and π∗

help, and

an advisor Φ. Teacher policies are only available during

training, while the advisor is always present. Having a pol-

icy πhelp that decides when to ask for help reduces efforts of

the advisor to monitor the agent. However, it does not pre-

vent the advisor from actively intervening when necessary,

because the advisor is able to control πhelp’s decisions by

modifying the environment appropriately. At a state st, if

πhelp decides that the advisor should intervene, the advisor

outputs an indirect intervention that directs the agent to take

a sequence of actions. In this work, we consider the case

when the intervention instructs the agent to take the next k

actions (at, at+1, · · · , at+k−1) suggested by the teacher

at+i = π∗
main(st+i), (1)

st+i+1 = T (st+i, at+i) 0 ≤ i < k

The state distribution induced by the agent, pagent, depends

on both πmain and πhelp. As in standard imitation learning,

in I3L, the agent’s objective is to minimize expected loss

on the agent-induced state distribution:

π̂main, π̂help = arg min
πmain,πhelp

Es∼pagent
[L (s, πmain, πhelp)] (2)

where L(., ., .) is a loss function.

Learning to Interpret Indirect Interventions. I3L can

be viewed as an imitation learning problem in a dynamic

environment, where the environment is altered due to indi-

rect interventions. Provided that teacher policies are well-

defined in the altered environments, an I3L problem can be

2The direct/indirect distinction is illustrated more tangibly in a physical

agent such as a self-driving car. Turning off automatic driving mode and

taking control of the steering wheel constitutes a direct intervention, while

issuing a verbal command to stop the car represents an indirect intervention

(the command is treated as new information added to the environment).
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Figure 2: Comparison between I3L trained with behavior

cloning under interventions (I3L-BCUI), imitation learning

(IL), and behavior cloning (BC) at training time (left) and

test time (right). Gray dots represent states and arrows rep-

resent actions. Bounding boxes of different colors represent

different environments.

decomposed into a series of IL problems, each of which can

be solved with standard IL algorithms. It turns out, how-

ever, that defining such policies in VNLA is non-trivial.

Even though in VNLA, we use an optimal shortest-path

teacher navigation policy, introducing a subgoal to the envi-

ronment may invalidate this policy. Suppose when an agent

is executing a subgoal, it makes a mistake and deviates from

the trajectory suggested by the subgoal (e.g., first turning

right for a subgoal “turn left, go forward”). Then, contin-

uing to follow the subgoal is no longer optimal. Always

following the teacher is also not a good choice because the

agent may learn to ignore the advisor and not be able to

utilize subgoals effectively at test time.

Our solution, which we term as BCUI (Behavior Cloning

Under Interventions), mixes IL with behavior cloning3. In

this approach, the agent uses the teacher policy as the acting

policy (behavior cloning) when executing an intervention (k

steps since the intervention is issued). Thus, the agent never

deviates from the trajectory suggested by the intervention

and thus never encounters conflicts between the teacher and

the advisor.4 When no intervention is being executed, the

agent uses the learned policy as the acting policy.

Connection to imitation learning and behavior cloning.

Figure 2 illustrates why I3L trained under BCUI (I3L-

BCUI) is a general framework that subsumes both IL and

3Behavior cloning in IL is equivalent to standard supervised learning in

sequence-to-sequence learning, where during training ground-truth tokens

(instead of predicted tokens) are always used to transition to the next steps.
4A known disadvantage of behavior cloning is that it creates a gap be-

tween training and testing conditions, because at test time the agent acts

on the learned policy. Addressing this problem is left for future work.

behavior cloning as special cases. The advisor in I3L-BCUI

intervenes both directly (through behavior cloning) and in-

directly (by modifying the environment) at training time,

but intervenes only indirectly at test time. The teacher in IL

or behavior cloning can be seen as an advisor who is only

available during training and intervenes only directly. IL

and behavior cloning employ simple help-requesting poli-

cies. In behavior cloning, the help-requesting policy is

to always have the teacher intervene, since the agent al-

ways lets the teacher make decisions during training. Most

IL algorithms employ a mixed policy as the acting policy

during training, which is equivalent to using a Bernoulli-

distribution sampler as the help-requesting policy. I3L-

BCUI imposes no restrictions on the help-requesting policy,

which can even be learned from data.

5. Environment and Data

Matterport3D simulator. The Matterport3D dataset [10]

is a large RGB-D dataset for scene understanding in indoor

environments. It contains 10,800 panoramic views inside 90

real building-scale scenes, constructed from 194,400 RGB-

D images. Each scene is a residential building consisting

of multiple rooms and floor levels, and is annotated with

surface construction, camera poses, and semantic segmen-

tation. Using this dataset, [2] implemented a simulator that

emulates an agent walking in indoor environments. The

pose of the agent is specified by its viewpoint and orien-

tation (heading angle and elevation angle). Navigation is

accomplished by traversing edges in a pre-defined environ-

ment graph in which edges connect reachable panoramic

viewpoints that are less than 5m apart.

Visual input. The agent’s pose is not provided as input

to the agent. Given a pose, the simulator generates an RGB

image representing the current first-person view. The image

is fed into a ResNet-152 [26] pretrained on Imagenet [50]

to extract a mean-pooled feature vector, which serves as the

input to the agent. We use the precomputed image feature

vectors publicly released by [2].

Action space. Following [2], we use a state-independent

action space which consists of six actions: left, right,

up, down, forward and stop. The left, right,

up, down actions rotate the camera by 30 degrees. The

forward action is defined as follows5: executing this ac-

tion takes the agent to the next viewpoint on the shortest

path from the current location to the goals if the viewpoint

lies within 30 degrees of the center of the current view, or

if it lies horizontally within 30 degrees of the center and

the agent cannot bring the viewpoint closer to the center by

looking up or down further; otherwise, executing this action

takes the agent to the viewpoint closest to the center of the

5Our definition of the forward action, which is different from the

one defined in [2], ensures the navigation teacher never suggests the agent

actions that cause it to deviate from the shortest path to the goals.
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Split Number of data points Number of goals

Train 94,798 139,757

Dev seen 4,874 7,768

Dev unseen 5,005 8,245

Test seen 4,917 7,470

Test unseen 5,001 7,537

Table 1: ASKNAV splits. A data point contains a single

starting viewpoint but multiple goal viewpoints.

current view. We also define a help-requesting action space

comprising two actions: request and do nothing.

Data Generation. Using annotations provided in the Mat-

terport3D dataset, we construct a dataset for the VNLA

task, called ASKNAV. We use the same environment splits

as [2]: 61 training, 11 development, and 18 test. After fil-

tering out labels that occur less than five times, are diffi-

cult to recognize (e.g., “door frame”), low relevance (e.g.,

“window”) or unknown, we obtain 289 object labels and 26

room labels. We define each data point as a tuple (environ-

ment, start pose, goal viewpoints, end-goal). An end-goal

is constructed as “Find [O] in [R]”, where [O] is replaced

with “a/an [object label]” (if singular) or “[object label]”

(if plural), and [R] is replaced with “the [room label]” (if

there is one room of the requested label) or “one of the

pluralize([room label])” (if there are multiple rooms

of the requested label). Table 1 summarizes the ASKNAV

dataset. The development and test sets are further divided

into an unseen set and a seen set. The seen set comprises

data points that are generated in the training environments

but do not appear in the training set. The unseen set con-

tains data points generated in the development or test envi-

ronments. The detailed data generation process is described

in the Appendix.

6. Implementation

Notation. The agent maintains two policies: a navigation

policy πnav and a help-requesting policy πask. Each policy is

stochastic, outputting a distribution p over its action space.

An action a is chosen by selecting the maximum probabil-

ity action of or sampling from the output distribution. The

agent is supervised by a navigation teacher π∗
nav and a help-

requesting teacher π∗
ask (both are deterministic policies), and

is assisted by an advisor Φ. A dataset D is provided where

the d-th data point consists of a start viewpoint xstart
d , a start

orientation ψstart
d , a set of goal viewpoints {xend

d,i}, an end-

goal ed, and the full map Md of the corresponding environ-

ment. At any time, the teachers and the advisor have access

to the agent’s current pose and information provided by the

current data point.

Algorithm. Algorithm 1 describes the overall procedure for

training a VNLA agent. We train the navigation policy un-

Main 
goal

Encoder

Attention 
memory 

Decoder

anav

Tentative Nav 
Distribution

bt ht-1 t-1 aask
t-1

Feed
forward

Help-requesting 
Distribution

Main 
goal

Encoder

Attention 
memory 

Decoder

anav

Final Nav 
Distribution

ot ht-1 t-1 aask
t

(a) (b)

ot

Figure 3: Two decoding passes of the navigation module.

(a) The first decoding pass computes the tentative naviga-

tion distribution, which is used as a feature for computing

the help-requesting distribution. (b) The second pass com-

putes the final navigation distribution.

der the I3L-BCUI algorithm (Section 4) and train the help-

requesting policy under behavior cloning. At time step t, the

agent first receives a view of the environment from the cur-

rent pose (Line 10). It computes a tentative navigation dis-

tribution pnav
t,1 (Line 11), which is used as an input to com-

pute a help-requesting distribution pask
t (Line 12). Since

the help-requesting policy is trained under behavior cloning,

the agent invokes the help-requesting teacher π∗
ask (not the

learned policy πask) to decide if it should request help (Line

13). If the help-requesting teacher decides that the agent

should request help and the help-requesting budget has not

been exhausted, the advisor Φ is invoked to provide help via

a language subgoal gsub
t (Lines 14-15). The subgoal is then

prepended to the original end-goal gmain
0,d to form a new end-

goal gmain
t (Line 16). If the condition for requesting help

is not met, the end-goal is kept unchanged (Line 19). Af-

ter the help-requesting decision has been made, the agent

computes a final navigation distribution pnav
t,2 by invoking

the learned policy πnav the second time. Note that when

computing this distribution, the last help-requesting action

is no longer aask
t−1 but has become aask

t . The agent selects the

acting navigation policy based on the principle of the I3L-

BCUI algorithm. Specifically, if the agent has requested

help within the last k steps, i.e. it is still executing a sub-

goal, it uses the teacher policy to act (Line 24). Otherwise,

it samples an action from the final navigation distribution

(Line 26). In Lines 28-29, the learned policies are updated

using an online learning algorithm. Finally, the agent tran-

sitions to the next pose according to the taken navigation

action (Line 33).

6.1. Agent

We model the navigation policy πnav and the help-

requesting policy πask as two separate neural network mod-

ules. The navigation module is an encoder-decoder model

[3] with a multiplicative attention mechanism [38] and cov-

erage modeling [56], which encodes an end-goal (a se-
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Algorithm 1 VLNA training procedure

1: Initialize πnav, πask randomly.

2: k is the number of next actions a subgoal describes.

3: for d = 1 . . . D do

4: Reset environment to (xstart
d , ψstart

d ).
5: Compute time budget T̂ and help-request budget B̂.

6: Initialize current help-request budget b = B̂.

7: Initialize anav
0 , aask

0 to special action <start>.

8: Initialize gmain
0 = ed, xcurr = xstart

d , ψcurr = ψstart
d .

9: for t = 1 . . . T̂ do

10: Receive an image ot of the current view.

11: pnav
t,1 = πnav(ot,g

main
t−1, a

nav
t−1, a

ask
t−1)

12: pask
t = πask(ot,g

main
t−1,p

nav
t,1, b)

13: aask
t = aask∗

t = π∗

ask(p
nav
t,1, b,x

curr, ψcurr, {xend
d,i},Md)

14: if b > 0 and aask
t == request then

15: gsub
t = Φ(xcurr, ψcurr, {xend

d,i},Md, k)

16: gmain
t = gsub

t ⊙ ed

17: b← b− 1
18: else

19: gmain
t = gmain

t−1

20: end if

21: pnav
t,2 = πnav(ot,g

main
t , anav

t−1, a
ask
t )

22: anav∗
t = π∗

nav(x
curr, ψcurr, {xend

d,i},Md)
23: if requested help within last k steps then

24: anav
t = anav∗

t

25: else

26: anav
t ∼ pnav

t,2

27: end if

28: πask ← UpdatePolicy(πask,p
ask
t , aask∗

t )
29: πnav ← UpdatePolicy(πnav,p

nav
t,2, a

nav∗
t )

30: if anav
t == stop then

31: break

32: end if

33: xcurr, ψcurr ← T (xcurr, ψcurr, anav
t )

34: end for

35: end for

quence of words) and decodes a sequence of actions. Both

the encoder and decoder are LSTM-based recurrent neural

networks [29]. During time step t, if the end-goal is up-

dated, the encoder generates an attention memory Mt =
{

menc
1 , · · · ,menc

|gmain
t

|

}

by recurrently computing

menc
i = LSTMenc

(

menc
i−1,g

main
t,i

)

, 1 ≤ i ≤ |gmain
t | (3)

where LSTMenc is the encoding LSTM, gmain
t,i is the embed-

ding of the i-th word of the end-goal. Otherwise, Mt =
Mt−1. The decoder runs two forward passes to compute

the tentative and the final navigation distributions (Figure

3). The i-th decoding pass proceeds as:

hdec
t,i = LSTMdec

(

hdec
t−1,2,

[

ot;a
nav
t−1; ā

ask
t

])

(4)

hatt
t,i = ATTEND

(

hdec
t,i ,Mt

)

(5)

pnav
t,i = SOFTMAX

(

Wnav
s hatt

t,i

)

(6)

where i ∈ {1, 2}, Wnav
s is learned parameters, ATTEND(., .)

is the multiplicative attention function, ot is the visual fea-

ture vector of the current view, anav
t−1 is the embedding of the

last navigation action, and

āask
t =

{

aask
t−1 if i = 1,

aask
t if i = 2

(7)

is the embedding of the last help-requesting action.

The help-requesting module is a multi-layer feed-

forward neural network with RELU activation functions

and a softmax final layer. Its input features are:

• The visual ot and the embedding of the current help-

request budget bt.

• The tentative navigation distribution, pnav
t,1 .

• The tentative navigation decoder states, hdec
t,1 and hatt

t,1.

These features are concatenated and fed into the network to

compute the help-requesting distribution

hask
t = FEED-FORWARDl

([

ot;bt;p
nav
t,1 ;h

dec
t,1 ;h

att
t,1

])

(8)

pask
t = SOFTMAX

(

Wask
s hask

t

)

(9)

where Wask
s is a learned parameter and FEED-FORWARDl is

a feed-forward network with l hidden layers. During train-

ing, we do not backpropagate errors of the help-requesting

module through its input features. Preliminary experiments

showed that doing so resulted in lower performance.

6.2. Teachers

Navigation teacher. The navigation teacher always

chooses actions to traverse along the shortest path from

the current viewpoint to the goal viewpoints. This path is

optimal with respect to minimizing the walking distance

to the goals, but is not necessarily optimal in the number

of navigation actions. Given an agent’s pose, the naviga-

tion teacher first adjusts the orientation using the camera-

adjusting actions (left, right, up, down) until select-

ing the forward action advances the agent to the next

viewpoint on the shortest path to the goals. The teacher

issues the stop action when one of the goal viewpoints is

reached.

Help-requesting teacher. Even with perfect information

about the environment and the agent, computing an opti-

mal help-requesting teacher policy is expensive because this

policy depends on (a) the agent’s internal state, which lies in

a high-dimensional space and (b) the current learned navi-

gation policy, which changes constantly during training. We

design a heuristic-driven teacher, which decides to request

help when:

(a) The agent deviates from the shortest path by more than

δ meters. The distance from the agent to a path is de-

fined as the distance from its current viewpoint to the

nearest viewpoint on the path.
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(b) The agent is “confused”, defined as when the differ-

ence between the entropy of the uniform distribution

and the entropy of the agent’s tentative navigation dis-

tribution pnav
t,1 is smaller than a threshold ǫ.

(c) The agent has remained at the same viewpoint for the

last µ steps.

(d) The help-request budget is greater than or equal to the

number of remaining steps.

(e) The agent is at a goal viewpoint but the highest-

probability action of the tentative navigation distribu-

tion is forward.

Although this heuristic-based teacher may not be optimal,

our empirical results show that not only is it effective but

it is also easy to imitate. Moreover, imitating a clairvoy-

ant teacher is more sample-efficient (theoretically proven

[48, 55]) and results in safer, more robust policies compared

to maximizing a reward function with reinforcement learn-

ing (empirically shown [15]). The latter approach imposes

weaker constraints on the regularity of the solution and may

produce exploitative but unintuitive policies [1].

6.3. Advisor

Upon receiving a request from the agent, the advisor

queries the navigation teacher for k consecutive steps to

obtain a sequence of k actions (Equation 1). Next, ac-

tions {left, right, up, down, forward, stop} are

mapped to phrases {“turn left”, “turn right”, “look up”,

“look down”, “go forward”, “stop”}, respectively. Then,

repeated actions are aggregated to make the language more

challenging to interpret. For example, to describe a turn-

right action that is repeated X times, the advisor says “turn

Y degrees right” where Y = X×30 is the total degrees the

agent needs to turn after repeating the turn-right action X

times. Similarly, Z repeated forward actions are phrased

as “go forward Z steps”. The up, down, stop actions are

not aggregated because they are rarely or never repeated. Fi-

nally, action phrases are joined by commas to form the final

subgoal (e.g., “turn 60 degrees left, go forward 2 steps”).

6.4. Helprequest Budget

Let T̂ be the time budget and B be the help-request bud-

get. Suppose the advisor describes the next k optimal ac-

tions in response to each request. We define a hyperparam-

eter τ ∈ [0, 1], which is the ratio between the total number

of steps where the agent receives assistance and the time

budget, i.e. τ ≡ B·k
T̂

. Given τ , T̂ and k, we approximate B

by an integral random variable B̂

B̂ = ⌊B⌋+ r (10)

r ∼ BERNOULLI ({B})

B =
T̂ · τ

k

where {B} = B−⌊B⌋ is the fractional part of B. The ran-

dom variable r guarantees that Er

[

B̂·k
T̂

]

= τ for a fixed T̂

and any positive value of k, ensuring fairness when compar-

ing agents interacting with advisors of different ks. Due to

the randomness introduced by r, we evaluate an agent with

multiple samples of B̂. Detail on how we determine T̂ for

each data point is provided in the appendix.

7. Experimental Setup

Baselines. We compare our learned help-requesting policy

(LEARNED) with the following baseline policies:

• NONE: never requests help.

• FIRST: requests help continuously from the beginning,

up to B̂.

• RANDOM: uniformly randomly chooses B̂ steps to re-

quest help.

• TEACHER: follows the help-requesting teacher (π∗
ask).

In each experiment, the same help-requesting policy is used

during training and evaluation.

Evaluation metrics. Our primary metrics are success rate,

room-finding success rate, and navigation error. Success

rate is the fraction of the test set on which the agent suc-

cessfully fulfills the task. Room-finding success rate is the

fraction of the test set on which the agent’s final location

is in the right room type. Navigation error measures the

length of the shortest path from the agent’s end viewpoint

to the goal viewpoints. We evaluate each agent with five dif-

ferent random seeds and report means with 95% confidence

intervals.

Hyperparameters. See the Appendix for details.

8. Results

Main results. Our main results are presented in Table 2.

Overall, empowering the agent with the ability to ask for

help and assisting it via subgoals greatly boost its perfor-

mance. Requesting help is more useful in unseen environ-

ments, improvements over NONE of all other policies being

higher on TEST UNSEEN than on TEST SEEN. Even a sim-

ple policy like FIRST yields success rate improvements of

12% and 14% over NONE on TEST SEEN and TEST UN-

SEEN respectively. The LEARNED policy outperforms all

agent-agnostic polices (NONE, FIRST, RANDOM), achiev-

ing 9-10% improvement in success rate over RANDOM and

24-28% over NONE. An example run of the LEARNED

agent is shown in Figure 1. The insignificant performance

gaps between LEARNED and TEACHER indicates that the

latter is not only effective but also easy to imitate6. RAN-

DOM is largely more successful than FIRST, hinting that it

6There is a tradeoff between performance and learnability of the help-

requesting teacher. By varying hyperparameters, we can obtain a teacher

that achieves higher success rate but is harder to imitate.
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Success Room-finding Mean

πask rate (%) ↑ success navigation

rate (%) ↑ error (m) ↓

Test seen

NONE 28.39 ± 0.00 48.97 ± 0.00 6.29 ± 0.00

FIRST 40.33 ± 0.35 59.64 ± 0.22 4.36 ± 0.03

RANDOM 42.98 ± 0.44 54.61 ± 0.28 4.53 ± 0.03

LEARNED 52.09 ± 0.13 64.84 ± 0.23 3.48 ± 0.01

TEACHER 52.26 ± 0.16 65.42 ± 0.25 3.42 ± 0.01

Test unseen

NONE 6.36 ± 0.00 14.34 ± 0.00 11.30 ± 0.00

FIRST 20.00 ± 0.10 30.23 ± 0.40 7.56 ± 0.02

RANDOM 25.05 ± 0.31 33.72 ± 0.37 7.09 ± 0.05

LEARNED 34.50 ± 0.23 44.50 ± 0.36 5.66 ± 0.02

TEACHER 34.95 ± 0.33 44.85 ± 0.39 5.61 ± 0.02

Table 2: Performance of help-requesting policies on

ASKNAV test sets.

Advisor Subgoals Train iterations Test seen Test unseen

Direct ✗ 70k 51.07 ± 0.17 32.19 ± 0.28

Direct ✓ 100k 52.09 ± 0.13 34.56 ± 0.21

Indirect ✓ 100k 52.09 ± 0.13 34.50 ± 0.23

Table 3: Success rates (%) on ASKNAV test sets of agents

interacting with different advisors. We compare agents that

achieve comparable success rates on the DEV SEEN split.

may be ineffective to request help early too often. Nev-

ertheless, FIRST is better than RANDOM at finding rooms

on TEST SEEN. This may be because on TEST SEEN, al-

though the complete tasks are previously unseen, the room-

finding subtasks might have been assigned to the agent dur-

ing training. For example, the agent might have never been

requested to “find an armchair in the living room” during

training, but it might have been taught to go to the living

room to find other objects. When the agent is asked to find

objects in a room it has visited, once the agent recognizes

a familiar action history, it can reach the room by mem-

ory without much additional assistance. As the first few

actions are crucial, requesting help early is closer to an op-

timal strategy than randomly requesting in this case.

Effects of subgoals. Subgoals not only serve to direct the

agent, but also act as extra, informative input features. We

hypothesize that the agent still benefits from receiving sub-

goals even when it interacts with an advisor who intervenes

directly (in which case subgoals seem unneeded). To test

this hypothesis, we train agents interacting with a direct ad-

visor, who overwrites the agents’ decisions by its decisions

during interventions. We consider two variants of this advi-

sor: one responds with a subgoal in response to each help

request and the other does not. Table 3 compares these with

πask Training set Test seen Test unseen

RANDOM NOROOM 43.69 ± 0.37 33.41 ± 0.39

LEARNED NOROOM 53.71 ± 0.19 44.77 ± 0.27

LEARNED ASKNAV 53.85 ± 0.45 41.63 ± 0.24

Table 4: Success rates (%) on NOROOM test sets.

our standard indirect advisor, who at test time sends sub-

goals but does not overwrite the agent’s decisions. Since

success rates on TEST SEEN tend to take a long time to con-

verge, we compare the success rates on TEST UNSEEN of

agents that have comparable success rates on DEV SEEN

(the success rates differ by no more than 0.5%). The two

agents interpreting subgoals face a harder learning problem,

and thus require more iterations to attain success rates on

DEV SEEN comparable to that of the agent not interpreting

subgoals. Receiving subgoals boosts sucess rate by more

than 2% on TEST UNSEEN regardless of whether interven-

tion is direct or indirect.

Does the agent learn to identify objects? The agent might

have only learned to find the requested rooms and have

“luckily” stood close to the target objects because there are

only few viewpoints in a room. To verify if the agent has

learned to identify objects after being trained with room

type information, we setup a transfer learning experiment

where an agent trained to fulfill end-goals with room types

is evaluated with end-goals without room types. Following

a procedure similar the one used to generate the ASKNAV in

Section 5, we generate a NOROOM dataset, which contains

end-goals without room type information. Each end-goal

in the dataset has the form “Find [O]”, where [O] is an ob-

ject type. Finding any instance of the requested object in

any room satisfies the end-goal. The number of goals in

the training split of this dataset is comparable to that of the

ASKNAV dataset (around 140k). More detail is provided

in the Appendix. The results in Table 4 indicate that our

agent, equipped with a learned help-requesting policy and

trained with room types, learns to recognize objects, as it

can find objects without room types significantly better than

an agent equipped with a random help-requesting policy

and trained specifically to find objects without room types

(+10% on TEST SEEN and +8% on TEST UNSEEN in suc-

cess rate). Unsurprisingly, directly training to find objects

without room types yields best results in this setup because

training and test input distributions are not mismatched.

9. Future Work

We are exploring ways to provide more natural, fully-

linguistic question and answer interactions between advisor

and agent, and better theoretical understanding of the I3L

setting and resulting algorithms. We will also be investigat-

ing how to transfer from simulators to real-world robots.
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